AMENDMENT TO THE RULES COMMITTEE PRINT

115-4

OFFERED BY MR. YOUNG OF IOWA

Page 4, after line 14, insert the following new clause (and redesignate the subsequent clauses accordingly):

“(v) A description of any action taken by the agency to ensure that each planned significant regulatory action is not duplicative or conflicting with any other existing or planned regulatory action.”.

Page 22, after line 21, insert the following new subsection (and redesignate the subsequent subsection accordingly):

“(b) AGENCY DISCLOSURE.—Each agency that submits a significant regulatory actions to OIRA under section 3522 or 3523 shall maintain on the website of the agency the following:

“(1) A list of each active regulatory action, including the status of the regulatory action or a link to each entry on the unified agenda.

“(2) The most recent regulatory plan of the agency.
“(3) A link to each record disclosed under subsection (a).”